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BACKGROUND
Project description
Funded by the British Embassy in Kyiv (BEK), Ukraine,
the International Organization for Migration (IOM)
is currently implementing the project “Engage,
Connect, Empower: Building Resilience through
Integrated action of Dynamic youth and local
Government for the Environment (ECE: BRIDGE)”.
The project’s objective is to strengthen Ukrainian
youth1 as forces of cohesion and resilience by
supporting them to bring about positive changes
in their communities. It ends in April 2022 and has
built upon the pilot phase that ran from October
2020 through March 2021. ECE: BRIDGE has brought
together youth from the West (regions of IvanoFrankivsk, Volyn, and Zakarpattia) and the South
(regions of Kherson, Mykolaiv, and Odesa) around

the common goal of multi-stakeholder, communitybased action for environmental protection.

Theoretical
programmatic approach
IOM’s ECE approach created opportunities for
youth to conceptualize projects that benefitted
their communities and regions, and contributed to
strengthening the perception of youth as essential
actors in the long-term vision for an inclusive and
cohesive Ukraine. This is based on Inter-group Contact
Theory which refers to a collection of psychosocial
studies2 that support the hypothesis that if disparate
groups of people are brought together under the
right circumstances, then their inter-group tensions

IOM updating the Ministry of Youth and Sport about the project’s activities
during the Midpoint Strategy Review. © IOM Ukraine 2021
1
2

Youth beneficiaries in this programming were 15-34 years of age.
There is a wide body of knowledge comprised within Inter-group Contact Theory. Considered a leader among them and a place
to start is the requisite book by Gordon Allport, The Nature of Prejudice published in 1954.
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or prejudices will diminish. The generally accepted
positive criteria for these inter-group interactions are
(a) equal status, (b) cooperation, (c) common goals, and
(d) institutional or customary support. Certain studies
also support the idea that more opportunities for contact
can further improve inter-group understanding. The
programming built the youth’s capacities in inclusive
community cohesion, relationship building, conflict
resolution and social action; facilitated meaningful and
repeated interaction with central and local authorities,
youth centres, and a variety of stakeholders within
their communities, regions and inter-regional; and
fostered skills and activities focused on the common
goal of environmental protection.
Environmental protection was selected as the
area of common interest around which youth
and their communities can unify, because the
programming regions all share concerns related
to the environmental protection and the youth’s
actions can be undertaken in an all-inclusive and
relatively neutral manner. This was also heavily
informed by the lessons learned and successes of
the pilot project in which the youth showed great
enthusiasm for addressing environmental issues.

other international actors; and youth centres and
councils.
The overarching objective is to better understand the
most effective methods and circumstances for building
cohesion-oriented relationships and partnerships
amongst youth, authorities, and community
stakeholders.
This consisted of the following stages:
•
•

•

Report methodology

•

The analysis and assessment of the ECE project took
place from 12 January through 17 February 2022. By
observing the project’s activities — namely the multistakeholder synergy workshops — and other project
materials (e.g. reports of the Regional Coordinators),
coupled with key informant interviews of project
participants, the researcher sought to understand the
lessons learnt and conceptualize the best practices
into recommendations.

•

The intended audience is people seeking to advance
youth as drivers of cohesion and resilience in
Ukraine, including but not limited to project partners
and participants; IOM and similar organizations; the
Ministry of Youth and Sport of Ukraine, the BEK and

•
•

Desk review of the project documents.
Researcher’s participation in and observation of
the synergy workshops which brought together
members of the project’s youth initiative groups
(YIGs), authorities, youth centres, and other
community stakeholders to assess opportunities
for joint action.
Development of the questionnaires for indepth telephone interviews with project
participants, including YIG members and
leaders, representative of the Ministry of Youth
and Sports of Ukraine, representatives of the
state and local authorities and organizations
working with youth, and the project’s Regional
Coordinators.
Development of the selection criteria and a
description of the composition of respondents,
then selecting respondents accordingly.
Conducting of the 70 in-depth telephone
interviews with respondents, broken down as
follows:
• 50 interviews with YIG members
• 13 interviews with government officials and
other stakeholders
• 6 interviews with the project’s Regional
Coordinators
• 1 interview with Head of Division for Regional
Youth Policy and Youth Initiatives Support of
the Youth Policy Department of the Ministry
of Youth and Sports of Ukraine
analysis of the respondents’ feedback
drafting of the Best Practices and Lessons Learnt
Guide.
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BEST PRACTICES: WHAT SHOULD BE
REPLICATED FOR FUTURE SUCCESS?
Inclusive selection and
development of YIGs, including
in under-served communities
The project contributed to the creation of new
groups of enterprising young people in communities
having no such associations of active young people
before. Participants pointed out that IOM, unlike
many other organisations, supported not only longstanding NGOs, but also small-sized YIGs having no
project experience. This, in turn, created additional
opportunities for the newly formed YIGs, including
helping them to gain new knowledge through
participation in a series of trainings and practical skills
in elaborating and implementing projects, advocacy
campaigns and cooperation with government and
business representatives. Project participants are
confident that this experience made their YIGs
more recognizable, and the skills they have acquired
will help them to further effectively develop their
communities after the project’s completion.
I am most proud that we have built
a team and are constantly working
together to reduce pollution. There was no such
big YIG before. Now, thanks to the project, we
have it formed. This project gave us a possibility
to attract more people to the team and work
more with the community.”
YIG member from Beryslav, Kherson Oblast
Our community is newly formed (existing
since 2020), and before the project all
villages lived their own lives. Thanks to the
project, we managed to create a YIG.”
YIG member from Horodnie, Odesa Oblast
A great plus is that [the project] supports
not only long-standing NGOs, but also
small-sized YIGs having no project experience.”
YIG member from Voznesensk, Mykolaiv Oblast

Our NGO was established not least
because of the project — we united with
the like-minded people, filed applications for
grants, gained wide knowledge from trainings.
After we got into the project and started working
and holding various events, we have started
being noticed by other organisations as well.”
YIG member from Beryslav, Kherson Oblast
Twelve refugees from Afghanistan, currently living in
Odesa, also participated in the project. As part of the
initiative, a station was installed to collect recyclable
bottle caps at the refugee temporary shelter. A
member of the YIG from Odesa community noted that
a large number of their team members had limited
knowledge of the Russian and/or Ukrainian languages,
so it was extremely valuable for them that the project
provided translation services.
The most valuable thing was that [the
project] paid attention to refugees,
agreed on an interpreter In Odesa, this was the
first environmental project for refugees.”
YIG member from Odesa community, Odesa Oblast

Empowering youth to put
their new knowledge
and skills into action
ECE: BRIDGE consists of several elements aimed at
ensuring the sustainability of the outcomes. Among
them, the empowering of young people by giving
them the opportunity to turn their trainings and skills
into action was seen as highly valued. The public
and private sector consultations, the in-kind support
for the YIGs’ eco-initiatives and the inter-regional
exchange visits allowed them to build partnerships
and take action, and have therefore become an
important contribution to building more cohesive
communities. In addition, the YouTube channel
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Ecovision: Engage, Connect, Empower3 was created
within the project. The vlog videos not only creatively
summarize the achievements of YIGs, but also serve
as a tool for the YIGs’ self-presentation when building
other relationships and/or applying for participation
in other projects, in particular those related to
environmental protection.

new youth councils were formed under the auspices
of local self-governing bodies and new youth centres
were opened. The project’s impact on the above
processes is not always direct, however, according to
respondents, the relationships fostered as part of ECE:
BRIDGE catalysed changes in their communities.

Fostering of established,
longer-term engagement

Three members of our YIG were invited
to join the [municipality’s] development
of our Community Strategy Until 2027.”
YIG member from Bilky, Zakarpattia Oblast

The cooperation and consultations amongst the
Ministry of Youth and Sports of Ukraine, local selfgoverning bodies, youth organisations and centres, and
public institutions working with youth, built mutual
engagement and interaction between them and YIG
members, and became the basis for establishing longlasting and efficient links.

Currently, a youth council is being created
at the town council, and members of our
YIG have been invited to join it. It is a great
honour for us... Our organisation is very young,
and thanks to the project we have gained a
positive reputation.”
YIG member from Beryslav, Kherson Oblast

As part of ensuring opportunities for young people
to interact with government officials, the World of
Communities Game4 became an important interactive
tool helping youth to get closer to the representatives
of public and private sectors in an informal and
positive setting. The game helped the YIG members to
understand how the community works and what issues
can be addressed to the local authorities and how the
decision-making mechanisms work in the community.
The participants better understood how they were a part
of the community and how to contribute more effective
in community life. Furthermore, a training-of-trainers
was conducted so that YIG members could organise the
game on their own, thus maintaining informal contacts
with local authorities and other stakeholders.5

Our village council invited me to
contribute to the draft of the Village
Development Strategy for the next seven years.”
YIG member from Ratne, Volyn Oblast

Lastly, it was observed that one of the YIGs
transformed into a full-fledged NGO; YIG members
participate in the village and town council projects;

3

4
5

Consistent YIG interaction
with the public and private
sectors for targeted results
Through the concerted support of Regional
Coordinators and Facilitators, the World of
Communities Game, and a variety of sequenced
meetings and consultations with stakeholders
identified as specifically relevant to the YIGs’
efforts, the youth members managed to establish
an effective dialogue with the representatives of
public and private sectors. The representatives
of local authorities, local self-governing bodies

At the time of the research for this report, the YouTube channel was fully functional; however, the country-wide invasion of
Ukraine on February 24, 2022, halted the YIGs’ contributions to the YouTube channel, as well as the videographer’s ability to
continue operations.
https://worldofcommunities.org/thegame
At the time of the research for the report, the YIGs were on their way to obtaining games for use in community cohesion building;
however, this became no longer practical since 24 February 2022. The state of emergency and martial law in Ukraine does not
allow for gatherings.
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and communal enterprises have provided not
only information and advice, but also additional
resources to support eco-initiatives and advocacy
campaigns organised by the YIGs. For example,
in Velykyi Bychkiv, Zakarpattia Oblast, the village
council has committed to cover all costs associated
with the removal of waste from the new waste
containers installed by the YIGs. In Ratne, Volyn
Oblast, local authorities leased a new garbage
truck and purchased additional 30 waste sorting
containers based on discussion with the YIG.
The project became a source of new ideas uniting
students on environmental protection. For example, in
Beryslav, Kherson Oblast, the town council approved
an official regulation on the annual environmental
competition for children, which was initially launched
by the YIG during the implementation of its ecoinitiative. In addition, at the request of the YIG, a
new position has been created at the Beryslav Town
Council, the holder of which will be responsible for
controlling citizens’ appeals regarding the growth of
unauthorized landfills.
Local businesses showed no less commitment
to collaborate with the YIGs. As exemplified in
Lutsk, Volyn Oblast, entrepreneurs specializing in
composting joined the installation of composting
machines and advised the YIG members and other
participants on the rules of their use. In Ratne,
Volyn Oblast, at the request of the YIG, private
sector representatives placed the posters with waste
sorting rules in the shops. In Bashtanka, Mykolaiv
Oblast, businesses made special asphalted platforms
for waste containers at their own expense.
It is worth noting that the practice of waste
sorting in the communities generates additional
revenue opportunities, creating an added value
for the private sector to partner with the YIGs. For
example, Ratne, Volyn Oblast, has already received
income from the sale of sorted glass and plastic,
and the YIG members of Horodnie, Odesa Oblast,
agreed with the private sector representatives to
use their online platform to sell recycled products,
eco-friendly soaps, shopper bags and other items.

To implement this idea, YIG members have already
found a soap maker and seamstresses to produce
shopper bags.
Together with the Education Department,
we held an environmental competition
and now the town council has adopted a
regulation to hold it annually. The town council
has even designated a person responsible for the
control of landfills, as we drew their attention to
the need to control citizens’ appeals regarding
the growth of landfills.”
YIG member from Beryslav, Kherson Oblast
Local businesses are preparing places for
the [waste] sorting containers… The chief
physician of Bashtanka Central District Hospital
will also prepare some place near the hospital
for our containers.”
YIG member from Bashtanka, Mykolaiv Oblast
The village council signed for its part,
committing to pay for the services
of waste removal from the newly installed
containers. In other words, all costs will be
borne by the village council.”
YIG member from Velykyi Bychkiv,
Zakarpattia Oblast
The managing staff of schools understands
that if they sort, they will not have to pay
for waste removal. We have agreed with one
entrepreneur that after the school collects 16 bags
of sorted waste, we can only pay for gasoline and
the entrepreneur will buy our waste.”
YIG member from Bilky, Zakarpattia Oblast
After all our initiatives, the local
authorities decided to lease a new
garbage truck to take out the waste, and the
village council has also bought 30 containers;
the same [number] that [the project] had bought
for us before. The village leader said that the
community has already generated income from
the sale of sorted glass and plastic.”
YIG member from Ratne, Volyn Oblast
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Making connections and
exchanging knowledge
amongst macro-regions
According to the participants, the inter-regional exchange
visits were perhaps the most interesting component,
especially given that most other events took place online
because of COVID-19 quarantine restrictions. Of the
participants in the exchange visits, 92 per cent responded
that they acquired new knowledge by collaborating with
youth from other regions.
An exchange visit to Ivano-Frankivsk
helped us make friends with participants
from Beryslav, Kherson, Ivano-Frankivsk; now,
we are constantly communicating and sharing
their news on our social networks. I was
interested to learn about their environmental
activities and working with teenagers — this
visit inspired me so much.”
YIG member from Stanislav, Kherson Oblast
After the exchange visits, the participants not only
continue to communicate with each other (72% do
so at least once a month), but also consider having
joint activities. For example, the YIG members from
Volodymyr, Volyn Oblast, started collecting recyclable
bottle caps for further processing organised by the YIG
in Kherson city.

Capacity building
on gender sensitivity
The project participants positively assessed the
inclusion of training on gender equality and combating
sexual exploitation and violence in the curriculum.
Sixteen per cent of the YIG respondents said that this
topic was the most interesting as compared to other
topics covered by all other trainings. According to
the participants, training gave them an opportunity
to deepen their knowledge of human rights and, in
particular, gender equality, and some of them even
identified certain signs of violence on the part of
management staff at their place of work. According
to a YIG member from Odesa community, the issue

of access to information for refugee women and
girls is of continual relevance, so additional trainings
on gender equality, women’s rights and any other
initiatives focused on the problems of female migrants
and refugees in Ukraine was encouraged.
The gender equality topic helped people
to identify some cases of workplace and
domestic violence. According to the participants,
some of them even left their work because
they could not resist the pressure from their
managers; some said it was the first time they
had heard of human rights. This is an important
component, especially for remote communities.”
Regional Coordinator, Ivano-Frankivsk

Active role of enthusiastic
Facilitators and Regional
Coordinators
During telephone interviews, all 50 YIG respondents
emphasized that the support provided by the
Regional Coordinators and the cooperation with Event
Facilitators was essential to achieving their objectives
and taking action in their communities. In particular,
these two positions were critical in supporting the
procurement of the YIGs’ materials and services
for their ecological initiatives (“eco-initiatives”),
consultation meetings, workshops, and other activities,
and in the establishment and strengthening of contacts
with relevant government officials.
I cannot recall any single moment that
we were left without coordinators’
support. They were available 24/7.”
YIG member from Ivano-Frankivsk Oblast
Our coordinator has always reminded us
of something, hurried us up; facilitators
helped a lot in coordinating our work and
communicating with the authorities.”
YIG member from Beryslav, Kherson Oblast
In addition, the Regional Coordinators participated
in contracting videographers to shoot video business
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The Regional Coordinator in Zakarpattia Oblast is supporting the live stream during the teleconference
with the participants of the inter-regional exchanges. © IOM Ukraine 2021.
cards for the YIG.6 Given the relatively short timelines,
the lack of quality video recording and editing services
in some of the smaller villages and settlements in
which the project is implemented, and the overlap

of some of the video needs with the holiday season,
the involvement of Coordinators in helping to find
contractors greatly facilitated the timely performance
of video recording tasks.

LESSONS LEARNT: WHAT CHALLENGES
WERE ENCOUNTERED?
Special considerations
for under-age youth

Tendency of older adults to try
to speak on behalf of youth

One of the challenges faced was the organization of
certain activities for youth under the age of 18 in that
they needed to obtain special permission from parents
and appropriate chaperones. They also sometimes
had less flexibility for activity schedules due to schoolrelated obligations. The additional steps and limitations
sometimes reduced the engagement of the youngest
YIG members (aged 15-17), thus also increasing the
role of the other YIG members (aged 18-34).

A foundational premise of youth-led programming
is that youth’s voices and interests are not only
taken into consideration, but are the driving
force of conversations and actions. This was not
always easy, however, in circumstances where the
ages of the participants varied widely (e.g. multistakeholder activities and consultations). It was
observed in multiple instances that older adults
were the first to interject in a conversation and

6

At the time of the research for this report, the YouTube channel was fully functional; however, the country-wide invasion of
Ukraine on February 24, 2022, halted the YIGs’ contributions to the YouTube channel, as well as the videographer’s ability to
continue operations.
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Youth initiative group cleaning up their town of Rozhysche, Volyn Region. © IOM Ukraine 2021.

held the floor for the longest amount of time.
When meetings and workshops included breakout
sessions, older adults were frequently the first
to volunteer to be the penholder and to give the
group’s readout in plenary. For this reason, strong
and consistent facilitation was necessary in all
multi-stakeholder events to ensure that youth’s
voices were intentionally prioritized.

Motivation and interest
of the public sector
Not all of the representatives of local authorities were
interested to work with youth or to provide feedback

to the YIGs. Respondents from one YIG noted that
the authorities were not interested in partnering to
implement their activity to clean rivers in the oblast.

Opponents to
the common goal
While the response was overwhelmingly positive
for partnering and building synergies to advance
environmental protection, it should be noted that
there is the potential for people to oppose any topic.
For example, one YIG noted that they received an
anonymous message asking to remove a video about
pollution in their community.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
In order to enhance current and future youth-led
partnerships, synergies and cohesion building,
the following recommendations are proposed
based on the researcher’s observations of the
synergy workshops and the 70 in-depth interviews,
combined with the project team’s collection of
lessons learned throughout the programming. These
recommendations complement the aforenoted best
practices and lessons learnt, which are:

Best practices
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inclusive selection and development of YIGs,
including in under-served communities
Empowering youth to put their new
knowledge and skills into action
Fostering of established, longer-term
engagement
Consistent YIG interaction with the public
and private sectors for targeted results
Making connections and exchanging
knowledge amongst macro-regions
Capacity building on gender sensitivity
Active role of enthusiastic Facilitators and
Regional Coordinators

Lessons Learnt
•
•
•
•

Special considerations for under-age youth
Tendency of older adults to try to speak on
behalf of youth
Motivation and interest of the public sector
Opponents to the common goal

These recommendations are primarily aimed at
organizations implementing projects, at government
actors involved and invested in such projects, and at
the schools, libraries, youth centres, youth councils,
and similar sociocultural institutions working hand-inhand with youth.

Recommendation 1: When opening a competitive
application process for youth individuals and/or
groups, consider both traditional and non-traditional
means of disseminating information about the project,
including specific communication channels accessed
by under-served communities and population groups,
including those in rural areas.
Recommendation 2: At the stage of selecting
youth individuals and/or groups for participation in
programming, evaluate candidates’ motivation and
potential for sustained engagement, as well as how to
navigate potential future barriers to engagement.
Recommendation 3: If applying as an already formed
group, the group’s dynamics should be assessed to
ensure that there is sufficient leadership, yet that
the leadership is not already strongly consolidated in
one individual. This assessment of group dynamics
should later inform how capacity building exercises are
conducted in a manner so as to build gender-, age-, and
diversity-sensitivity and equitable group dynamics.
Recommendation 4: Assist youth in clearly identifying
the value-add of partnerships for them as well as
for their desired public and private sector partners.
Conduct a facilitated stakeholder mapping exercise in
which the youth can identify their key interlocutors.
Recommendation 5: The facilitation of meetings and
events should proactively seek to ensure that youth’s
voices are well heard and to mitigate the likelihood of
older adults speaking over or on behalf of youth. This can
be done through pre-event capacity building, pre-event
welcome instructions, establishing ground rules for each
event, breakout groups, assigning tasks to participants
in a manner that amplifies their voice and gives them a
chance to learn a new role in the group, and one-on-one
mentoring from Facilitators, among other strategies.
Recommendation 6: When seeking to foster partnerships
amongst numerous stakeholders, it is critical to ensure
that expectations (e.g. scheduling, preparation,
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follow-up, modalities, locations) are shared with all
participants to foster a culture of authentic interactions.
This is recommended to be repeated throughout
the programming, including prior to selection, upon
selection, and prior to and after activities.

challenges, speaking challenges, and dyslexia, among
other needs; recording events and share afterwards
when possible; provide translation and interpretation
whenever helpful; and utilizing different facilitation
techniques.

Recommendation 7: Keep multi-stakeholder
engagement interactive, practical, and goal-oriented.
Consider debating as an additional tool to strengthen
interaction between youth and public sector
representatives, as well as multi-stakeholder team
building activities.

Recommendation 10: Write-up the minutes of
meetings and the outcomes of events to communally
track progress in the planned activities. Rotating
notetakers is an option to increase the investment of
participants and sharing of responsibilities.

Recommendation 8: Provide opportunities for
different stakeholders to switch roles, thus allowing
them to understand and appreciate the interests and
limitations of those people with whom they want to
partner. Role playing activities, such as the World of
Communities Game, are effective options.
Recommendation 9: Ensure that different learning
and interaction styles and needs are accommodated.
Options include, inter alia, sharing presentation
materials and discussion topics beforehand for people
to prepare in advance; having a blend of speaking,
listening, visual, and written interactions; considering
colour-blindness,
hearing
challenges,
visual

Recommendation 11: Last but not least, it is
recommended that cohesion-focused programming
with youth remains flexible and adaptable to changing
contexts, the groups’ composition, and the lessons
that the YIGs learn through their efforts to build
synergies and partnerships.
Ultimately, what was apparent from this case study is
that the involvement and voice of youth is critical in
Ukraine. When asked if partnerships with the youth
are instrumental to community development, the
representatives of local self-governing bodies, the
Ministry of Youth and Sports of Ukraine and other
non-youth stakeholders unanimously agreed.
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